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Most organizations using Office365 have authentication setup which might expose them to the social-technical attacks.

- User / password
- User / password + 2FA (e.g. SMS or Microsoft Authenticator)
- Federation (here you can use digital certificates)
O365 - TWO FACTOR AUTHENTICATION

If an organization wants to implement O365 in a secure way, they are considering all the above-mentioned authentication solutions. User/password authentication is insecure – everyone understands that. Federation with certificates – are legacy – that's what I was told by local solution providers. The winner here is two factor authentication – 2FA – that's what is said

- Username / password with SMS (or Microsoft Authenticator ) solves all authentication risks. Really ?

Do you have such a setup ?

- What would you say if just one email or SMS could break all your security ?

- The biggest problem here is that organizations don't even understand that they could be very easy target since they are assured that 2FA is very secure.
Complete This Form
To send an inquiry to the owner of Loginmicrosoftonline.com.

The owner of Loginmicrosoftonline.com has chosen to receive offer inquiries regarding this domain name.

Note that the owner may disregard your inquiry if your offer does not meet his or her expectations.

First name
Last name
Email address
Phone number
USD Your offer
Your inquiry message or details to your offer

I'm not a robot
Submit
And that’s how your SMS will look like:

it shows «Sweetie» in title of SMS because it’s how Kate’s number is saved in Max phonebook

Spoof SMS Service. Send anonymous SMS from

Mobile number of the receiver in international format
Example: +43873459521

Hi there!
You are from Lithuania
You can send SMS to Lithuania

Send test SMS for free here

SMS Text Examples

SMS From: Sniper
Text: Please take one step to the left. I don't see you!
(Category: Best SMS messages)
441332
Use this code for Microsoft verification

314656
Use this code for Microsoft verification

20:46, Today

405848
Use this code for Microsoft verification

22:23, Today

Microsoft Lietuva
DEMO / MOVIE

• https://tyrimai.esec.lt/movies/ivairus/o365/all1.mp4
MICROSOFT O365

• It was nothing new from technical point of view:) The time to setup the interception just took several hours. But did you know those dangers?
• It is very easy to enumerate the organizations which are using O365
• After that – just some spoofed SMS or emails – and you might be exposed
• Do you carefully estimate the risks that might arise when you introduce new services?
• Do you understand those risks and are you able to mitigate them?
CHECK YOUR ORGANIZATION SETUP

During the break you can ask to try that on your organization. Sometimes it is very challenging to see that someone else is inside in your organization :)
ORGANIZATIONS USING O365

Just to name a few:

- zum.lt. 599 IN MX 100 zum-lt.mail.protection.outlook.com.
- rrt.lt. 7199 IN MX 0 rrt-lt.mail.protection.outlook.com.
- vatzum.lt. 3599 IN MX 0 vatzum-lt.mail.protection.outlook.com.
- klaipedos-r.lt. 3599 IN MX 0 klaipedosr-
  lt02c.mail.protection.outlook.com.
- sam.lt. 599 IN MX 0 sam-lt.mail.protection.outlook.com.

There are and some more interesting entries :)
SMART-ID / MSIGNATURE

• Attack hit banks. To be more precise – the banks users. Remember – target is money.
• Due to the incorrect authentication implementation also all Egovernment services (more than 600) were impacted
• It took more than half a year for Egovernment services to become not impacted (still not sure – not verified recently)
• Some organizations were very fast fixing that problem – took it seriously (State Enterprise Centre of Registers)
• Some organizations are still impacted
4.4.2 Testing for user enumeration (OWASP-AT-002)

The scope of this test is to verify if it is possible to collect a set of valid users by interacting with the authentication mechanism of the application. This test will be useful for the brute force testing, in which we verify if, given a valid username, it is possible to find the corresponding password.
DEMO / MOVIE

- https://tyrimai.esec.lt/movies/ivairus/ivpk/ivpk1.mp4
LINKS

THANK YOU!

DARIUS@ESEC.LT